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Biosketch


I am a Junior Professor in Spatial Cognition - a branch of cognitive science studying how people think about, think in, and think with space.


My background and approach are interdisciplinary, with an MA in psychology, a PhD from a department of architecture, and postdoctoral experience in geoinformatics. Methods I work with include virtual reality, mobile eye-tracking, spatial computation, Bayesian statistics, and architectural theory of Space Syntax.


I am based at the Institute for Geoinformatics in Münster, Germany where I’m currently setting up Spatial and Architectural Cognition Lab (and we are recruiting!). Previously I’ve spent some time as a Visiting Fellow with Christoph Hölscher at Future Cities Lab in Singapore. Prior to that I did my PhD with Ruth Dalton at Northumbria University in Newcastle, UK.


For selected projects, see below.


For a complete list of publications click here.





Architectural Cognition


I am interested in how psychology can aid architecture in improving the usability of buildings. I study how space guides our behaviour, our attention, and our thinking. I design formal measures for architectural computation that are grounded in the cognitive experience of space.
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In recent work, we have extended a popular architectural measure of visibility, called an “isovist”, from 2-D to 3-D environments. We demonstrated that our measure better predicts how “spacious” and “complex” a building feels to a human occupant, compared to the previously available methods.


Key publications:


	
    “Embodied 3D isovists: A method to model the visual perception of space”

  
	
    “Architectural Cognition and Behavior”

  






3D Sketch Maps


As architectural researchers we want to study how people understand buildings. One good method for this are sketch maps - informal drawings that you might draw on a napkin to explain a friend how to get from A to B. However, drawing more complex buildings is difficult without professional training. Virtual Reality gave us tools to draw “in the air”, in 3D. Together with partners from ETH Zürich, we study how 3D drawing can be used by untrained people to express their knowledge of complex buildings.
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Key publication:


	“3D Sketch Maps: Concept, Potential Benefits, and Challenges”






Spatial Layouts of Art Galleries


Art galleries are a very unique type of space: white, empty walls and the art itself are almost the only visual stimuli around. In such a situation, their spatial layout (the spatial arrangement of artworks and rooms) is what really steers the visitors’ attention.
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In my PhD I demonstrated that the layout of space can have a larger impact on visitor’s attention than the differences between individual artworks. I also showed that although the layout can change the strategy with which visitors attend to artworks, cumulative time spent on attending to each picture is unaffected by its location. Methodologically, the project combined Mobile Eye-Tracking with the architectural theory of Space Syntax.


Key publications:


	
    “How the Visitors’ Cognitive Engagement Is Driven (but Not Dictated) by the Visibility and Co-visibility of Art Exhibits”

  
	
    “Walk, Look, Remember: The influence of the gallery’s spatial layout on human memory for an art exhibition”

  
	
    [My PhD Thesis]

  






Wayfinding Through Orientation


Traditional wayfinding devices use turn-by-turn instructions such as ‘turn left’ or ‘continue for 300 m’. These are easy to follow but leave us disoriented. They don’t correspond to how we would describe any route to other people. Can different types of navigation instructions help us learn the environment while we navigate?
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We designed a new type of navigation instructions and demonstrated that they improve what people learn about the broader enviornment (e.g., the entire city), without sacrificing their understanding of the current route.


Key publications:


	
    “Wayfinding Through Orientation” (currently, most-read article in the Spatial Cognition and Computation Journal)

  
	
    “The effect of orientation instructions on the recall and reuse of route and survey elements in wayfinding descriptions”

  
	
    [project website]
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